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Chaintope Inc. Begins Digital Currency Development with 

Digital Agriculture Exchange Co., Ltd. 
 

Chaintope Inc. (President and Representative Director: Hideki Shoda, referred to 

below as Chaintope) would like to announce the development of a new digital 

currency “K-Token”, for usage in foreign trade, in collaboration with Digital 

Agriculture Exchange Co., Ltd. (CEO: Frank Long, referred to below as DAE). 
 

 

New Worldwide Distribution Systems Using K-Token 

   



 

K-Token will be developed with the objective of being circulated as a settlement 

currency on in the fields of the import and export, and agricultural products 

processing. At present, 20 000 companies are participating in transactions, with 

operation among 1 million companies being a future goal. Through the usage of 

K-Token, those participating in transactions will be able to greatly reduce their 

settlement and foreign currency exchange costs.  

 

Currently, although large amounts of cryptocurrency are being issued and 

circulated worldwide, in practice, it cannot be said that cryptocurrencies have 

become a popular method for carrying out commercial transactions. Even the 

world’s largest cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, has extreme difficulties with usage in 

payments, and as possible causes for this, slow transaction speeds, large 

fluctuations in value, sudden increases in handling costs and other drawbacks of 

Bitcoin are often cited. 

 

With K-coin, it is possible to overcome these drawbacks. DAE will conduct the 

issuing and management of K-coin, and while continuing to guarantee trust, 

Chaintope will create a system that will allow for swift payments. As all transactions 

will be recorded on the Blockchain, the system will be resistant to manipulation, and 

it will be possible for governments and central banks to prevent tax evasion and 

money laundering even when incorporating trade between other countries. 

 

Through the development of K-coin, we at Chaintope are striving to create a model 

for a new generation of worldwide distribution systems and in doing so, help 

contribute as much as we can to a free and borderless world economy. 

 

* This information has been corrected and rereleased due to an inaccurate 

expression contained in the previous public press release. 
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chaintope Inc. Management Department 

I.B. Court 2F, Koubukuro 560-8, Iizuka-shi, Fukuoka-ken  

Tel: +81-948-26-3801 Fax: +81-948-26-3802  

E-Mail info@chaintope.com  

Official Homepage http://www.chaintope.com/ 

 


